
What does it mean V0 residual voltage External VT Uns/ √ 3 and External VT Uns/3   in Sepam series 

20, 40,60 and 80? 

We have got three types of VT: 

22000 / 100: This kind of VT is used to measure phase-to-phase voltages. It is impossible to measure a 

residual voltage with such VT. 

22000:√3 / 100:√3: This kind of VT is used to measure phase-to-neutral voltages or residual voltage Vo 

with open delta wiring. 

22000:√3 / 100:√3 / 100:3: This kind of VT with two secondary windings allows measurement of phase 

to neutral voltages and residual voltage Vo with open delta wiring. 

 

I grab your attention into these important notices:  

1) For Vo measurement you can combine variant 3 with variant 1 and 2: 

Variant 1 + variant 3 = phase-to-phase voltages (U) + Vo (Residual measurement) 

Variant 2 + variant 3 = phase-to-neutral voltages (V) + Vo (Residual measurement) 



2) Variant 4, is because of special type of VT available in market to reduce voltage level (security 

reasons) in case of fault occurrence in Isolated earthing system. In this situation, last winding as 

Uns:3 is used for V0 measurement.  

 

But back to main question about Sepam setting: 

 

For Variant 3 22000:√3 / 100:√3� we set to Uns/√3 

For Variant 4 22000:√3 / 100:√3 / 100:3� we set to Uns/3 

There are some important points to be reminded for doing test and calculations: 

• Voltage injection levels 

For testing Uns/3 and Uns/√3 these values should be injected to relay.  

 

Here are the results for both tests: Test for Uns/√3 



 

 

 



Test for Uns/3: 

 

 

 



The residual voltage for both tests is same.  

We remind you that in variant 2, we have Unp:√3 / Uns:√3 VTs, so when we’re injecting 100:√3= 57.75V 

then the result is 22000:√3=12708V. 

We remind you that in variant 4, we have Unp:√3 / Uns:√3/ Uns:3 VTs, so when we’re injecting 100: 3= 

33.34V then the result is 22000:√3=12708V. 

This is why in Sepam we have got both Uns:√3 AND Uns:3 which is referring to standard methods of V0 

measurement and available VT in market. 
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